Ms. Pannell's Class News
FEBRUARY 3-7, 2020

**VOCABULARY**

- **Arrogant**: believing you are better, smarter, or more important than someone else
- **Sinister**: having an evil appearance
- **Revealing**: showing something hidden from view
- **Stale**: no longer good or appealing
- **Lure**: to persuade someone to go somewhere
- **Muffled**: to make a sound quieter

**UPCOMING DATES**

- **February 3-7**: PTA Penny Wars
- **February 4**: Spring Picture Day; Domino’s Pizza Card fundraiser; money due
- **February 7**: Bandit Boogie Valentine’s Dance

**THIS WEEK’S FOCUS**

**MATH—**

- **Equivalent Fractions**: We can form and explain equivalent fractions using models.

**READING—**

- **Peter Pan Novel Study**: We can describe how character actions move the story forward.

**WRITING—**

- **Opinion Writing**: We can write opinion pieces with reasons and examples to support my point of view.

**SOCIAL STUDIES—**

- **European Explorers**: We can describe European exploration in North America.